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Hydewide Residents Eye Inspection Update 
Empty Homes & Lettings inspection – final summary  

The aim of the inspection was to make sure that Hyde’s Lettings service – which manages the 
process for residents being assigned and moving into their new homes – is working as 
effectively as it can. It also aimed to make sure that residents felt informed and supported 
throughout this process.  

The inspection involved eight resident inspectors, and utilised shadowing sign ups, website and 
document reviews, staff and resident interviews and various surveys. 

For further information about HRE inspections contact the Resident 
Engagement team on email: residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk 

  

1. Outcome – to further explore how consistently Hyde is meeting the 
minimum lettable standard (Void standard) with relet properties 

During the inspection HRE found: 

 Some properties being relet were not felt by residents to be meeting the minimum lettable 
standard 

 The few properties that do not meet this standard are affecting performance and causing 
dissatisfaction amongst residents 

 Residents are sometimes not aware of the work that is due to be done on a property to be let 

HRE recommended that: 
 More resident scrutiny is required to ensure the standard of void properties continues to meet 

the Hyde lettable standard. In the meantime, a number of ‘quick fixes’ could be done to improve 
satisfaction 

 Surveyors should be taking more pictures to evidence standard of relet properties 
 Residents should receive more information about any planned improvement works to the 

property they are viewing, to reassure them and help make it more attractive 
Agreed actions 
A. Void inspection teams will be briefed again about the minimum lettable standard to ensure 

that properties meet it before being relet 
B. Void teams will be encouraged to take more photos to evidence quality of work completed 
C. Resident communications around voids will be reviewed by a resident group 
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2. Outcome – clarify the process for ‘follow up visits’; ensure these are 
happening within new housing services and clarify what they cover 

During the inspection HRE found: 
 6 weekly visits used to ensure that any queries or information missed during the lettings 

process was picked up effectively – to ensure that residents knew their responsibilities and 
maintained their tenancies. These also help to identify any vulnerabilities residents may have 

 It has not been made clear – under the new housing services – whether these will continue 

HRE recommended that: 
 A new process needs to be clarified for follow up visits to ensure they continue 
 Hyde need to make sure that residents understand their responsibilities and that any 

vulnerabilities are picked up and acted upon so that residents’ tenancies are not at risk 

Agreed actions 

A. A new process will be created for enforcing and monitoring that 6 week visits are taking place  - these 
may be over the phone but will cover all the same aspects as before, including picking up vulnerability 

 

3. Outcome – manage the quantity and efficacy of communication to 
residents around the lettings process to ensure that residents 
understand the key messages and their responsibilities 
During the inspection, HRE found: 
 There is some good quality information shared with residents around the lettings process and 

much of this is being shared consistently 
 At times it appears that there is potentially too much information for residents to take in and 

that key messages are being forgotten or lost. The information being lost tends to be around 
resident responsibilities - which can affect tenancy sustainment later on, or around property 
decoration which leads to dissatisfaction.  

HRE recommended that: 
 Resident communications are reviewed with residents, to identify areas for improvement and 

bring more clarity. Resident communications should attain the ‘Residents Approved’ tick 

Agreed Actions 

A. All resident communications from the lettings process will be reviewed by residents 
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4. Outcome – manage resident expectations with regards to roles 
within the new housing services for resolving local issues  

During the inspection, HRE found: 

 Due  to outdated information being shared at sign up – including the very out of date 
handbook – residents relied heavily on the presence of a local Housing Officer to resolve any 
initial issues they may have 

 HRE recommended that: 
 Information shared at sign up should make resident responsibilities clear from the outset and 

not confuse new residents about what different roles at Hyde will do for them. Residents need 
to know that they have a responsibility to report issues, and how to do this 

 The handbook needs to be updated, but also made more succinct so that residents are not 
swamped with lots of other information they don’t need at such an early stage in their tenancy    

Agreed Actions 

A. Fridge magnets will be reintroduced to make Hyde’s contact details and reporting methods 
easy to find. These will also promote digital inclusion 

B. A working group will be set up to review the handbook to update it and cut down any non-vital 
content. Information should be presented in ‘bite-size’ chunks to ensure clarity 

C. Information about other services will be kept online and the handbook / other 
communications will signpost towards it for future reference 

 

5. Outcome – ensure that our services around uncapping gas supplies 
are consistent and flexible to residents’ needs 

During the inspection, HRE found: 

 Some parts of Hyde’s property services were limiting gas uncapping services to certain days, 
which was leading to frustration and lower satisfaction scores 

HRE recommended that: 
 All contractors should offer the same level of service to residents regardless of where they live 

and gas uncapping should be more flexible to residents’ needs 

Agreed Actions 

A. A new process has been brought in to ensure that all contractors are following the same 
processes with regards to gas uncapping 
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6. Outcome – enable better understanding of areas of dissatisfaction 
and where services can improve by dividing new build and relet surveys 

During the inspection, HRE found: 
 Satisfaction with the moving in process was relatively high and property condition satisfaction 

was lower. But as the data for each is collected in one survey, it was not clear whether the poor 
property condition had an impact on satisfaction with the moving in process 

HRE recommended that: 
 Hyde needs to be able to properly interrogate satisfaction data in order to be able to see where 

dissatisfaction is coming from and resolve these issues to improve services 

Agreed Actions 

A. Amendments will be made to the satisfaction surveys and take into account whether the 
property is a new build or relet and will better allow for residents to feed back about the 
specific source of their dissatisfaction 

For ongoing updates about the progress against this inspection report 
– join Hyde’s resident engagement site The OAK! 
 

 Join The OAK… The OAK is Hyde’s award-winning Resident 
Engagement site, where residents join together as a virtual community to 
discuss Hyde’s services & take part in online exercises to improve them.  
Residents on The OAK receive regular updates about ongoing 
inspections, updates on progress against actions from past inspections, 
as well finding out about opportunities to get involved.  
For more info, or to join, contact the RE team (details below) 

 
  HRE online  

Did you know that HRE have their own pages on the Hyde website – where you 
can follow all the updates on their inspections? 

Visit: www.hyde-housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/ 

 
 
 

Contact the Resident Engagement Team  
Email: residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk 
Telephone: via the Customer Services Centre – 0800 3282282 
Post: Freepost Residents Matter 
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